MADISON COUNTY BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION FORM

PERMIT #: __________________________ DATE __________________________ ZONING __________________________
TOWNSHIP __________________________ PARCEL NO. __________________________
911 ADDRESS __________________________ CONSTRUCTION COST __________________________

TYPE OF IMPROVEMENT __________________________
OWNER __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP __________________________
PHONE __________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS __________________________
GEN. CONTRACTOR __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP __________________________
PHONE __________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS __________________________

SAN. SEWERS Y/N __________________________ SEWAGE ENTITY __________________________
PRIVATE SEWAGE SYSTEM Y/N __________________________ (IF YES, COMPLETE BOX AT BOTTOM)
WATER SUPPLY ENTITY __________________________ WATER SERVICE SIZE __________________________
UTILITY COMPANY __________________________
FLOOD ZONE __________________________ ENTRANCE PERMIT __________________________

PLUMBER CONTRACTOR __________________________ LICENSE # __________________________
SEW. DISPOSAL INSTALLER __________________________ LICENSE # __________________________
ROOFER __________________________ LICENSE # __________________________

SIGNATURE OF OWNER OR THE AUTHORIZED AGENT

PERMIT FEES
BLGD. FEES __________________________ ADDITION FEE __________________________
ELECTRICAL FEE __________________________ ACCESSORY BLDG. FEE __________________________
PLUMBING FEE __________________________ C OF O/COMPLETION FEE __________________________
SEW. DISPOSAL SYSTEM FEE __________________________ REPAIR AND ALT. FEE __________________________
TOTAL FEES __________________________

Complete for Applications that include a Private Sewage System:

Private Sewage Disposal System: New __________________________ Replacement __________________________ Modification __________________________
Type: Aeration __________________________ Sand Filter __________________________ Septic __________________________ Lot Size __________________________
Size of Septic Tank: __________________________ Garbage Disposal (Y/N) __________________________
Aeration Manufacturer and Model __________________________
Discharge Permit (Y/N) __________________________ Perculation Test (Y/N) __________________________
(Aeration or sand filter: must fill out a discharge permit. Perculation tests for all laterals must also be submitted)
Lateral Type: __________________________
A) Gravel __________________________ Width __________________________ Linear Feet __________________________
B) Chamber __________________________ Size __________________________
C) Gravelless __________________________ 8" __________________________ 10" __________________________

* All lots must be a minimum of 40,000 square feet per the Madison County Zoning Ordinance.
SPECIFICATION SHEET

ROOF COVERING
ROOF SHEATHING
ROOF SLOPE
SHEATHING PAPER

ROOF RAFTERS @ CENTERS
CEILING JOISTS @ CENTERS
DOUBLE PLATE

INTERIOR WALL & CEILING FINISH
WALL STUDS @ CENTERS
WALL BOXING

SHEATING PAPER
EXTERIOR WALL FINISH
WALL BRACING & HEADERS

TYPE OF PLUMBING MATERIAL
COPPER K L M
CAST IRON STANDARD INDUSTRIAL
PLASTIC ABS PVC CPVC
LEAD

COMBINATION SUB-FLOOR & FINISH FLOOR 1/4" T & G PLYWOOD

FLOOR JOISTS (MAXIMUM SPANS ARE SHOWN UNLESS STRESS RATED MATERIAL IS USED) CHECK WHAT APPLIES:
2 X 8 2 X 10 2 X 12
(12" 2" SPAN) (15" 6" SPAN) (18" 8" SPAN)
ALL ON 16" CENTERS BAND

PLATE
TERMITE SHIELD (METAL)
ANCHOR BOLTS 1/2 @ 6' CENTERS
FOUNDATION

WATER PROOFING
FOUNDATION FROST LINE DEPTH MINIMUM 32" PLUS FOOTINGS CRAWL-SPACE GROUND LEVEL CONCRETE FLOOR
FOOTINGS
NOTE: 1/4" DOWEL BARS MAY BE USED IN LIEU OF DOWEL TAILS AS SHOWN

RE: FOOTINGS: SINGLE STORY 8" X 16" MINIMUM
TWO STORY 10" X 20" MINIMUM
RE: FROST WALLS: ALL WALKOUT BASEMENTS SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM OF 16" X 40" FROST WALL

COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR POLE BARS ONLY:
How many poles?
How far apart?
Wall girts: 2x4 or 2x6 ?
Roof purlins: 2x4 or 2x6 ?
Set in or on concrete?
If in, what depth?
Size of posts?
(Must be pretreated)
Trusses @ centers, (Should be same span as posts)
Dirt, gravel or concrete floor?

8" MIN
16" MIN